
Unlock the full potential of your virtual events with Target Stream Media, your trusted partner in 
delivering seamless and interactive webinar and virtual event experiences. Whether you’re hosting 
a small private webinar session or engaging a broad global conference with a large audience, 
our turn-key virtual event and streaming services are designed to elevate your online presence. 
Streaming and Live video isn’t just a passing trend; it’s at the core of every enterprise communication 
strategy. It grabs attention swiftly, offering a visual feast that instantly resonates. 

ViVirtual Streaming Event Production

The dynamic nature of 
video storytelling has a 
magnetic pull, drawing 
users in and keeping 
them engaged for longer 
durations. Its ability 
to convey emotions, 
share narratives, and 
showcase products/
services in action makes 
it a quintessential tool for 
brands aiming to create 

a lasting impact. We are committed to making your virtual event a success, providing technical 
support, troubleshooting, and guidance throughout the entire process. Immerce your audience in 
excellance with Target Stream Media’s Virtual Event Production and Streaming Services. 

The Platform
We are platform agnostic and can support your streaming efforts on which ever video streaming 
service you may choose. We can also provide complete turn-key streaming platform support as part 
of your package. With our specialized expertise in delivering live audio and video for virtual and 
hybrid events, we can help you stand out from the competition delivering seamless support for your 
events.

OnSite or Virtual Production
Target Stream Media, can turn-key all the elements of your webcast, from capturing the actual 
event using one or multiple camera sets, to encoding and hosting or on your webcasting and video 
management platform, and publishing points. We are also experienced in working in hybrid or 
completely virtual production environments with presenters dispersed globally. Our expertise in all 
these scenarios means you can focus on delivering an amazing event, while we take care of the 
technical details.
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Customizable Virtual Environments:
Tailor your virtual spaces and conference landing pages to align with your brand identity. Our 
team creates bespoke virtual and web environments that showcase your event with a distinctive and 
captivating visual appeal.

Hybrid Event Expertise:
Seamlessly blend in-person and virtual experiences with our Hybrid Event Production. Reach a global 
audience while maintaining the dynamic engagement of traditional events.

Interactive Features for Engagement:
No matter the platform our producers understand the importance of audience engagement in virtual 
event execution. We understand how to foster audience interaction with interactive features, including 
live Q&A sessions, polls, and networking opportunities. We understand the importance of keeping 
participants engaged and invested throughout the event. 
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From pre-event planning to post-event analytics, Target Stream Media Inc. provides comprehensive 
virtual and hybrid event management services. Our team handles every detail, allowing you to focus on 
delivering compelling content. Receive dedicated support from our team of experts. We are committed 
to making your virtual event a success, providing production, technical support, troubleshooting, and 
guidance throughout the entire process. 

Contact Us
Target Stream Media Inc.
1776 Heritage Circle Drive Suite 204
Wake Forest N.C. 27587
voice: (919) 482-1044
email: info@targetstream.net
www.targetstream.net


